
Singer/Songwriter Keeyen Martin  
Launches the KFeenix Acoustix Series on YouTube 

Follow New Artist Keeyen Martin’s Video Journey through the Joys and Challenges of the 
Making it in the Music Industry 

 
ATLANTA, GA/CHARLOTTE, NC–(September 16, 2013) Blessed with a powerful voice, 
exceptional musical talent and a spirit of giving, Keeyen Martin provides fans with a breath of 
fresh air with the launch of his online series, KFeenix Acoustix airing every first and third Friday 
on Martin’s YouTube channel (http://www.youtube.com/user/Keeyen12). 

Raised as an only child in Charlotte, NC, Martin got his start in the church, where he first sang 
publicly at five years old; and by age 12, Martin had already penned his first song. As a singer 
and songwriter, Martin creates heartfelt, meaningful music where he is able to modernize and 
mix soul, pop and gospel seamlessly. Martin’s personal mantra, “just do you!” is evidence of his 
refusal to be anything less than completely original. Martin’s musical mission is to uplift, 
encourage and inspire his generation—effectively shaking the foundations of popular music for 
many years to come. His musical resume includes everything from performing for VH1 Save The 
Music and ASCAP, appearing on TBN to working with artists such as Mindless Behavior, Katy 
Perry, Fantasia Barrino and even sharing the stage with the likes of Stevie Wonder and Marvin 
Winans. Martin is a recent graduate of Morehouse College and is poised and ready to transform 
the current state of music in his own time, with his own style.  

The KFeenix Acoustix series provides a unique opportunity for current, new and future fans to 
get personally acquainted with Martin’s background, music and talent via soul stirring acoustic 
performances and intimate behind the scenes access. To see a current episode and to learn 

more about the KFeenix Acoustix series, go to http://bit.ly/1gnRP62.    

For bookings or other business inquiries contact B. Brown at 678.883.2734 or 
bbrown@BREG1994.com. For media-related inquiries, contact Jameka Whitten at 704.261.5290 
or Jameka@jswmediagroup.com. Follow Keeyen Martin @Keeyen12 on Twitter and Instagram 
for updates.   
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